
WRITING A LETTER WITHOUT LETTERHEAD

In letters without a printed letterhead, the sender's name and address is written on the top right-hand side of the page. In
the UK it is not.

As Scott Ober suggests in his book Contemporary Business Communication, "The business writer should
strive for an overall tone that is confident, courteous, and sincere; that uses emphasis and subordination
appropriately; that contains nondiscriminatory language; that stresses the "you" attitude; and that is written at
an appropriate level of difficulty. The following are the standard rules that should be adhered to when
formatting the page of a formal letter: 1. Add, remove or rearrange elements using the drag and drop canvas.
Part 3. If you want your business communications to be up to date with design trends, you might want to
incorporate them into your letterhead design. Follow these steps to use a business letterhead template: Pick a
business letterhead template that fits your goals. Sans-serif fonts have been credited with increased readability
because of their balanced typeface. Then write the body of your letter as illustrated here, with no indentation at
the beginnings of paragraphs. Business letters should always be printed on white bond paper rather than on
colored paper or personal stationery. The first example below includes a high level of detail, like street address
and the name of the hiring manager, and the second example is more general. If you are using letterhead that
already provides your address, do not retype that information; just begin with the date. Margins: Keep your
margins between 1 to 1. Take a look at how this business letterhead template divides the spine column from
the body of the letter using a thin line:  If you have a connection to the reader - you've met before or have a
mutual colleague, for example - mention it in your introductory paragraph. Looking for some more ideas on
how to write a letter? For example, the custom border in this business letterhead template gives the impression
of the page being turned:  Write clearly: State your point early in your letter. There seems to be no consensus
about such fine points as whether to skip a line after your return address and before the date: some guidelines
suggest that you do; others do not. More Letter Writing Information Knowing how to write business letters is
an essential skill so here are several more articles for you: Start with the basics on how to write a business
letter using a general format and review various business letter templates. No Letterhead â€” Formal Letter
Format Using a letterhead is always preferable when writing a business letter. The letterhead contains your
name and contact information, so you want it to stand out and be easy for the recruiter to find. Make sure your
name stands out. Check for Formatting Errors and Typos Once you have written your business letter,
proofread it using spellcheck on the screen. Skip the industry jargon and instead choose lively, active words to
hold your reader's attention. Put a subject line. Our experts have written of guides on how to write various
types of formal letters. Icons also help to illustrate the content of the letter:  Word can automatically color your
company's name every time it appears, making those entries easy to locate. However, you can use other
sans-serif fonts such as Helvetica, Arial, Courier, or Geneva, also at size  Generally speaking, 1-inch margins
are the most widely accepted format for professionals. For example, this business letterhead for a design firm
uses a flower image in opposite corners for a creative, balanced design: 


